Report of Holbrook Parish Council Walk – w/c 6th July 2015
During the week commencing 6th July 2015 4 Parish Councillors, the Footpath
Officer and 3 Parishioners turned out to complete the Annual Parish Council
Footpath Walk. This is the only way we can guarantee the maintenance of our
Footpath Right of Ways by recording this annual walk with the Rights of Way
Department at the DCC at Matlock, it also enables us to report on the
condition of the paths, stiles and gates and get any problems resolved. Thank
you to all those that did support the walk.
All the footpaths, bridleways and roads used as footpaths were walked and any
problems recorded: Resulting from the attention that has been given to the
footpaths recently, new gates and signage, with considerable support from the
designated officer, David Jenkinson, Rights of Way Assistant (Inspector, East
Team) at DCC, all the paths were all open for access but minor some problems
were encountered as below:
General - a number of the footpaths are very overgrown due to the vigorous
growth this year, specifically
Footpath 6 - alongside the A38 Slip road - from 37108 to44812
Footpaths Kilburn 1 and 10 which link with Holbrook 4 - from SK 37293 45594
to 37073 45469
Specific problems
Footpath - 9 at top of Dumble Road - Exposed nails on stile, also broken
lateral near Day Park Quarry - see map and photos attached
Footpath 3 - exposed barbed wire on stile at eastern side of Booths Wood at
Parish boundary.SK 36918 45699
Stoney Lane - this unclassified road, which is extensively used as both a FP and
Bridle way has some major holes at the top west end SK 36489 44902

Richard Biggin, HPC Footpath Officer

Report of Holbrook Parish Council Walk – w/c 11th July 2016
During the week commencing 11th July 2016 the Annual Parish Council
Footpath Walk was completed covering all the footpaths in the Parish. This is
the only way we can guarantee the maintenance of our Footpath Right of Ways
by recording this annual walk with the Rights of Way Department at the DCC at
Matlock, it also enables us to report on the condition of the paths, stiles and
gates and get any problems resolved. Thank you to all those that supported the
walk.
All the footpaths, bridleways and roads used as footpaths were walked and any
problems recorded: Resulting from the attention that has been given to the
footpaths recently, new gates and signage, with considerable support from the
designated officer, David Jenkinson, Rights of Way Assistant (Inspector, East
Team) at DCC, all the paths were all open for access but minor some problems
were encountered as below:
General - a number of the footpaths are very overgrown due to the vigorous
growth this year, particularly
Footpaths Kilburn 1 and 10 which link with Holbrook 4 - from SK 37293 45594
to 37073 45469
Watering Lane very overgrown Lane - HPC Parish Warden will attend to this.
Specific problems
Holbrook Footpath 15 - sign at the beginning of FP at the top of Red lane
missing at SK35778 44557
Holbrook Footpath 9 - The stone squeeze stile near Little Farley's Wood was
completely obscured by vegetation and, as a consequence, it was apparent that
the main track people were taking was to the right of the hedgerow rather than
the left (travelling north). SK36248 43342
Holbrook Footpath 9 - There is a broken stile south of the field by Day Park
Cottage - as shown in the two photographs attached. SK36208 43514

Holbrook FP 9 - Ref 7139711 Defective Stile, previous reported still not
replaced by supplied gate.
Holbrook Footpath 4 - Broken stile at top of Browns Lane SK35563 45059

Richard Biggin, HPC Footpath Officer

Transcript of Email from Richard Biggin (Holbrook Parish Council Footpath Officer) o David Jenkinson
(DCC)
From: Richard Biggin
Date: 29 June 2017
To: David Jenkinson (Economy Transport and Communities Derbyshire County Council
Cc: Hannah Owen Holbrook Parish Council Clerk
Subject: Holbrook Parish Council - Footpath Walk
David
It is again that time of year when Holbrook Parish Council walk all the Public Footpaths in the Parish; all
the paths were walked and checked during the week commencing 26th June 2017; two concessionary
paths were also added to our schedule this year. Here is a brief summary report covering our findings
during the walk :1.

In general the FPs were in good condition – to quote one walker – the FPs were clearer than I
can remember!

2.

FP 6 – this is the one alongside the A38 slip road where you arranged a major cut back – the
stile at the southern end (SK 37001 44402) by the footbridge has a broken step; this is not
particularly critical as most people bypass the stile as the fence has gone.

3.

FP 9 – dangerous nail on stile entering Booths Wood – I will deal with this. Area of steps
around disused railway line, at junction with Kilburn FP 1 very overgrown (SK 37281 45502) –
not sure who owns the old railway line currently but the whole area is becoming very overgrown.

4.

FP 10 – overgrown to the east of the footbridge at SK37071 45477.

5.

FP 16 – some overgrowth at stiles – I will deal with this.

6.

FP 19 - some overgrowth at stiles – I will deal with this.

7.

FP 9 – is this the right number? This path starts on Portway at SK36506 44332 just north of the
junction with Nether Lane. The official stile in the walk lacks a sign post and walkers have
adopted a different path through the farm gate just south of the stile opposite Nether lane, not a
major problem for us but the tenant farmer may eventually object.

8.

Concessionary Paths for your information.
a)

Through Coxbench Wood starting on Alfreton Road at SK 37033 43559 and joining
FP25/Whittaker Lane at SK 36598 42907. No problems.

b)

From Portway at SK 36456 44597 to Nether Lane (FP7) at SK 36586 44607; this is one
of the old village rope walks, a bit overgrown but not a major problem.

Overall with the provision of new gates on some paths, for which many thanks, things are looking quite
good. Looking forward to our continued cooperation as discussed at the recent meeting at Shipley.
All the best
Richard
Holbrook Parish Council Footpath Officer.

From: "Richard Biggin" <biggin52@btinternet.com>
Date: 6 August 2018 at 11:02:42 BST
To: "'David Jenkinson \(Economy Transport and Communities\)'"
<David.Jenkinson@derbyshire.gov.uk>
Cc: "'Hannah Owen'" <clerk@holbrookderbyshire.co.uk>, "'Simon Bullas'"
<simonpbullas@gmail.com>
Subject: Holbrook Parish Council - Footpath Walk 2018
David
It is once again that time of year when Holbrook Parish Council walk all the Public
Footpaths in the Parish; all the paths were walked and checked during the week
commencing 16th July 2018. Here is a brief summary report covering our findings
during the walk :In summary no major problems were found so I have not completed any on-line
incident forms on this occasion.
There are several places in the Parish where the signage is not appropriately located or
hidden from view, specifically the signage on FP9 needs improving south of Day Park
Farm. Please can you advise the Parish Council when your signage team is in the area
and we will nominate specific points that need new or relocated signs.
On FP 6 (Kilburn number?) there is a plank foot bridge near the A38 slip road, the
stile at the west end is broken and dangerous, but most walkers bypass it as there is no
fence.
On FP 1 ( Kilburn number?)It is very overgrown where it runs east of the disused
railway line but is little used as most walkers use the old railway line itself.
We have had an incident of cyclists using FP 1 from Rachdale Lodge eastwards in a
dangerous manner, we will monitor this situation.
Councillor Simon Bullas (contact e-mail as above) is now working with me as
Footpath Officer for Holbrook Parish Council so please feel free to contact either of
us regarding any problems in Holbrook. Overall with the provision of new gates on
some paths, for which many thanks, things are looking quite good. Looking forward
to our continued cooperation.

All the best
Richard

To David Jenkinson (Economy, Transport and Communities)
Subject: Holbrook Parish Council – Footpath Walk 2019
David
I am writing to you with the report resulting from our Parish Footpath walk. We
have walked over the week all the parish footpaths. We were able to access all
the walks even though a few were overgrown in places.
The main issue appears to be signage, which is either absent or damaged. I am
going to describe the large sign problems to you. I am happy to put the small
green round footpath discs up myself to save you the trouble. If you sent me
about 20 of these small discs I would replace all the damaged/ broken ones. This
is no bother as I have a dog and walk most of the routes each week.
Please read all Footpaths [FP] are in Holbrook unless specified.










Footpath on Blackbird Row at the Belper Road end has a broken finger
sign. This is FP2.
Need for direction marker post at the junction of FP5 and FP4.
Need for direction post, south of Highwood Cottages and by overgrown
squeeze stile at the junction of FP22 with FP21 towards Killis Lane and
Hill Top Farm.
Need for finger post/roundels to show FP9 goes to west of hedge rather
than east [co-ordinates X:436201 Y:343454]- then similarly at the stone
squeeze style 120m south of this point.
The finger post at FP9 is overgrown at a wooden swing gate near BW18
and there is no indication of FP9 ‘s existence from the junction of BW 18,
Little Eaton BW 25, Little Eaton FP 16 and Little Eaton FP 13.
Footpath 13 has no signage and could do with a post at either end.

We still don’t know what category of route way Stoney Lane is. Also we need
to find out if Watering Lane below Stoney Lane is an official footpath, as we
cannot see a designated number on the map.
I hope this will make sense and be of assistance. Please do not hesitate to
contact me if necessary.
Yours Sincerely Simon Bullas [Footpaths Officer Holbrook PC]
32 Pond Rd, Holbrook, DE560TX
01332 881090

